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this download includes an upgrade to the commercial version of microsoft flight simulator x, which solves the low flying problem. instead of seeing your airplane over the top of the city, you are now flying over the roofs. this fixed my problem, in that i no longer feel like i'm flying over a small village. this download includes the orbx landclass
patches for opengl based fs2004 and fs2004/fsx. if you have previously downloaded the patches for orbx landclass or orbx landscape, then, you do not need to download anything new - simply click the link below and it will open a dialogue with the download tool. us census bureaus massives road system the download contains a selection of road

landclass which are specifically designed for use in the united states. be sure to select the correct version for the european location. the only difference is the names of the files. the version of flight simulator x included in this release of ultimate terrain includes an upgrade to the original engine. on some machines there is an issue of an over-
sized.dll (program) being loaded onto the fsx cd. this means that some functionalities of fsx (sim features) are disabled. the patch (only) solves this, and you can use the sim as normal. this release of ultimate terrain is a very important update. it allows you to see aircraft over the surface of the earth, for better effects such as mountain cragging,

flying over cities, and flying over the undersides of clouds. it also includes many improvements and additions to the landscapes.
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